One of the goals of predictive analytics training using Python tools is to create a "Model" from classified examples that classifies new examples from a Dataset. The purpose of different strategies and experiments is to create a more accurate prediction model. The goals we set out in the study are to achieve successive steps to find an accurate model for a dataset and preserving it for its subsequent use using the python instruments. Once we have found the right model, we save it and load it later, to classify if we have "phishing" in our case. In the case that the path we reach to the discovery of the search model, we can ask ourselves how much we can automate everything and whether a computer program can be written to automatically go through the unified steps and to find the right model? Due to the fact that the steps for finding the exact model are often unified and repetitive for different types of data, we have offered a hypothetical algorithm that could write a complex computer program searching for a model, for example when we have a classification task. This algorithm is rather directional and does not claim to be all-encompassing. The research explores some features of Python Scientific Python Packages like Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Scipy and scycit-learn to create a more accurate model. The Dataset used for the research was downloaded free from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (UCI Machine Learning Repository, 2017). UDC Classification: 004; DOI: http://dx.
Introduction
Мandatory elements for the study:
▪ The name of the Dataset used in the research is Website Phishing Data Set (UCI Machine Learning Repository, 2017) "In the dataset used after processing with appropriate software, the authors conclude that out of a total of 1353 analyzed web sites 548 can be considered real, 702 fraudulent -and 103 unclear status. In our case we have a classification problem and our classifier needs to predict the class of each instance "-1" -phishing, "0" suspicious, "1" -nonphishing.") from source Neda Abdelhamid. The data set is in arff format. It has 10 attributes that are most often with values {1, -1, 0} or {1, 0} where in the class result the meaning -1 is that it is fraudulent, 0 is suspicious and 1 is a legal website. ▪ The basic building blocks of the Scientific Python ecosystem:
o Python, a computing language o Core numeric libraries ▪ Numpy: is an open-source library of python allowing for scientific computations involving multi-dimensional arrays with compiled fast functions for multiple mathematical actions and operations, simulations and more ▪ Scipy: is an open-source library containing optimization, algebric and other modules that expand numpy with regression functions, fusion transformations and many others ▪ Matplotlib: has libraries that allow you to paint high quality figures
The successive steps made in the study are similar and some are borrowed fromIdris(2016), as follows: A. Transforming of data set from ARFF to CSV format B. Loading in the python program the CSV file C. Using Descriptive statistics to explain the basic features of data. Quantitative data analysis can be formed by descriptive static data formed by graphs and their characteristics (Segui, 2017 We take the data part and get the csv file. B. Loading csv file produce shape (1353, 10) where 1353 is the number of instances and 10 is the number of attributes C. Descriptive statisticsusing Pandas, print data.head(15) gave us the first 15 rows, print data.shape gave us the dimensions of the data, data.dtypes gave us the types of data, and the describe() function of Pandas shows the results in Figure 1 . Figure 5 . When a correlation between attributes is high, algorithms with regressions have worse productiveness. The relationship between the variables, their connection direction and the correlation between the attributes can be seen through the correlation matrix. (Brownlee, 2017) . 
E. Preparing Data for Machine Learning
The preparation of the input real data supports the successful results in their subsequent analysis. According to the documentation from Guido and et.(2016) , we have several basic data transformation capabilities like -standardization, mean removal and variance scaling, non-linear transformation, normalization, binarization, encoding categorical feature, the imputing of missing values, and the generation of polynomial features. More about these definitions can be read in the paper by Han and Kamber(2006) . Rescale Date is used in algorithms that use distance measures like k-Nearest Neighbors and are useful for optimization algorithms used in the core of machine learning algorithms like gradient descent. For example if we binarize our data we will use the function Binarizer() and the result can be seen in Figure 7 . It is possible, after classification and comparison of the results according to the accuracy of the classified results, that there is no need for prior data processing. Data mining experts are recommended to explore multiple data views and transformations, and then search for appropriate algorithms for them.
F. Feature Selection
The main feature choice is to reduce data overlap, exercise time and increase accuracy. The selection of the relevant elements of the data sets or the accuracy of the evaluators is achieved by using the classes of the sklearn.feature_selection module.
▪ Univariate feature selection -The SelectKBest class from the scikit-learn library allows you to select functions that are highly related to the output variable, and the determination of these functions is done through statistical tests (Brownlee, 2017) . ▪ Recursive feature elimination (RFE -Feature ranking) RFE recursively removes attributes, leaving only those with high rank, and builds the model with them. For example if we use some model in Figure 8 DecisionTreeClassifier() then RFE class select top attributes. It is interesting to note that if another algorithm for a model is chosen, for example a Logistic regression, the selected 3 elements do not match. According to the algorithm, we get different values of the features. G. Evaluating Machine Learning Algorithm ▪ Train and Test sets "We evaluate the percentage error of the classifier with real data or with data that has not yet been used. We assume that these data are a representative set of tests and that they represent the underlying problem." (Nenkov, Dyachenko, Y., Petrova, M., Bondarenko, G.,&Pustovit, 2017) We split our Dataset in two parts 67% train and 33% test and we evaluated the precision of two models in a Logistic regression and Decision tree. For logistic regression, the probability or response coefficients are modeled on a combination of values taken from predictors (Seguí, 2017) .The results are shown in Figure 11 . 
H. Algorithm Evaluation Metrics
We have classification the problem with numeric input values in our Phishing dataset and this means that we need to use classification metrics: ▪ Classification Accuracy -After using the "cross_val_score" function (Guido, 2016 ) and using two models in our example, we got the ratio of the right predictions. Figure 13 .
Figure 13:Classification Accuracy
▪ Logarithmic Loss: The efficiency of a classification model can also be obtained through "Log Loss", where the predicted input has a probability value between 0 and 1. In principle, the purpose of the models is to minimize this value (Guido , 2016) Figure 14 . (Guido, 2016) ▪ Linear Discriminant Analysis: "When using LDA, it is intended to produce a set of data in a lowersized space and reduce computational costs. In our example, average predictive accuracy is printed" (Guido, 2016) . Figure 18 . 
J.Comparing Machine Learning Algorithms and choosing a Machine Learning Model Figure 22
We compared six different classification algorithms with our dataset -Logistic Regression; Linear Discriminant Analysis; k-Nearest Neighbors; Classification and Regression Trees; Naive Bayes; and Support Vector Machines (Brownlee, 2017) . In machine learning, work processes occur to overcome common problems. Python scikit-learn provides a pipeline that is simply an abstraction rather than an algorithm that allows you to perform a sequence of different transformations (finding and generating functions, selecting specific features) from primary data before applying evaluators. It is possible to construct a chain of evaluators using a pipeline (Nenkov et al., 2016) . With the pipeline, network search is allowed through a set of parameters for each step by placing transformers, evaluators and predictors for which there are corresponding installation rules set in the scikit-learn classes. (Guido and etc., 2016) " Figure 24 : It seems that Classification and Regression Trees, Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines are more appropriate for the next study.
-Data Preparation and Modeling Pipeline L. Saving and Loading Machine Learning Models ▪ To finalize our model with pickle "To save our model, we can use the Python pickle module that allows objects to be converted into a byte stream (serialization) and eventually transformed into a primary form if necessary (Brownlee, 2017) ." ▪ To finalize our model with Joblib library from SciPi (Idris, 2016) . We use Joblib to create Python objects that can be used in NumPy data structures multiple times.
Sample algorithm for writing a computer program to find and look for accurate models in Data Mining
If we need to write a general computer program to search for knowledge, it should have the options presented below and maybe more. Most likely, this would be done in time . In terms of volume, such as programming work and funding, this is a serious challenge. Perhaps a lighter option would be to create smaller modules that solve specific subtasks.
INPUT or Data Preparation. Figure 26 : Hypothetical Project "Classification module"
OUTPUT "Understand the Problem, Knowledge representation and reasoning (Tables, Linear models, Trees, Rules, Instances-Based, Clusters and others), Mining Frequent Patterns, Associations, and Correlations Feature Selection For Machine Learning (Hamilton, 2009 ), Classification and Prediction and others described in the literature. А block diagram for a classification module on which a python computer program can be implemented is shown in Figure 26 . Conclusion Research using the Python programming language and some of its libraries without using methods like Ensemble Enhanced Productivity Enhancement or Algorithm Tuning, shows that data sets can be analyzed and possibly create successful models for further use. The main conclusion that can be made is that there is a need for a thorough knowledge of the Python programming language, libraries like SciPy, NumPy, Matplotlib, Pandas, scikit-learn and others which provide all of the machine learning algorithms, tools and algorithms to achieve more accurate results in Data Mining. The Python language and its libraries are applicable in many fields such as intelligence technologies in management, and administration of Justice (Nenkov, 2015) . In this case, with the data processed and the receipt of the model, we can ask ourselves whether all the procedures performed could be automated, to make a general program that, according to the results, chooses relevant algorithms to compare them with the real data and produce a correct model. The answer to this question is related to many practical studies and is very difficult to answer because of the variety of existing methodologies to find the right model. Perhaps the future will show.
